
JIM GREGSON

Nocturnes
Skiing and Climbing in the Arctic Night

(Plates 34-37)

One evening and night of mosquito bites at the coast was enough to
remind me of problems on earlier trips, so on 18 July 1998 I and my

companions were eager to board our chartered Twin Otter ski-plane to fly
into the mountains. Longstaff is sometimes quoted as saying that 'there is
always the Arctic for one's old age' but I think this is to underestimate the
attractions of climbing and exploring in Greenland. This trip into the
Shackletons Bjerg area would be my fIfth opportunity to enjoy the wonderful
mountain tracts of this northerly island.

The Tangent Expedition's group of nine men and fIve women flew from
Iceland into the little airstrip at Constable Pynt (Nerlerit Inaat), which serves
the small settlements in the Scoresbysund district. From here we were to
fly on to the north-west into Goodenoughs Land (Kong Christian Xs Land)
to an area lying west of Shackletons Bjerg.

After spending one night at Constable Pynt we made two flights to land
at an altitude of 2060m at N72°54.43' W29°11.41' where we made our fIrst
camp. These flights took us over Scoresby Land and the southern part of
the spectacular Staunings Alps, then over wilder territory to a region for
which we could get no published map - although aerial photographs
revealed a wealth of peaks. There is an undeniable pleasure to be had from
being the fIrst to tread new ground and we anticipated being able to make
fIrst ascents. For the fIrst few days, the area did not live up to its reputation
as the 'Arctic Riviera' ,but later we were to bask in round-the-clock sunshine.
This led us to operate on a night-time regime for skiing and climbing,
enjoying the cooler 'midnight sun' hours while active on the mountains.

The expedition area lies inside the North-east Greenland National Park
(the world's largest) and as such is subject to more stringent permit
regulations than other parts of the island. One of them is the" need for
fIrearms as a precaution against possible polar bear encounters, so we had
the extra weight of two .30-06 rifles with us. After a morning of sorting our
equipment we held a session of target practice, hanging a cardboard heart
on a snowman-type figure to aim at. Despite having only ever had
'fairground' shooting experience, most of us scored a hit of some sort on
the static quarry - although how we would have fared against a moving,
hungry bear we were not destined to fInd out.
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34. ShackJetonsbjerg, northern Greenland, seen from the west. (Jim Gregson) (p97)

35. Midnight sun on ShackJetonsbjerg. (Jim Gregson) (P97)
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The mountains adjacent to our fIrst camp were not technically demanding,
thus proving ideal for early forays to hone fItness. The ski approaches were
also not overly difficult for our neophytes - they could fall over without too
much risk! Although the rock on these peaks was very loose, the ridges and
aretes gave quite pleasant climbing. There were spacious views out west
onto the Inland Ice - the central ice cap which covers 80% of Greenland,
with vast arrays of peaks to the other compass points. We enjoyed good
traverses, particularly linking the summits of Venus, Uranusand Pluto
Nunatak, with almost all of us fmding ourselves on something virgin at
some time.

In the fIrst few nights, between us we reached 17 summits, so we were
glad to use a poorer day for relaxation with a variety of camp games, and
in carving a couple of polar bears from snow blocks. One of these beasts
was about half life-size; however, out of deference to the sculptor, the others
refrained from trying to shoot it.

As an ascent of Shackletons Bjerg was one of the prime objectives for the
trip, on 25 July we packed up our camp, loaded everything onto pulks and
set off in lovely sunshine at 22.00 hours to ski to a new position. Our route
took us south then east, down a side glacier losing about 300m of height to
the edge of the gigantic Nordenskiolds Glacier, one of the major valley ice
streams of this latitude. Directly opposite, and superbly lit by the low-angled
sun, rose the full height of the west face of Shackletons Bjerg, 2808m, a
splendid, isolated peak beckoning to be climbed. The very broken surface
of Nordenskiolds Glacier was also complicated by substantial areas of
meltwater which, although skimmed with ice in these early hours, we would
have to avoid. We were skiing roped-up, and the heavy pulk-Ioads made for
slow ·going. For more than four kilometres we zigzagged back and forth
between the crevasses, following a route carefully and expertly probed by
Nigel out at the van of our column, and then began to reascend another
side glacier to reach a suitable site for our second camp at about l840m.
The move, over 16 kilometres, had taken us about ten hours of fairly heavy
slog, so we were glad to repitch tents and get some sleep. The daytime heat
eventually drove us out of sleeping-bags, and we were reminded of the sun's
strength whenever we strayed off the trodden pathways between the tents
as we plunged knee deep through the surface crust.

After the exertions of shifting camp, most people opted for an easier day,
but Sandy and I allowed ourselves to be tempted by the summit of
Shackletons Bjerg glinting away 100Om above. In the late evening of 26
July we skinned up to a snow shoulder at the toe of the south-west ridge
where we switched into plastic boots and crampons. The evening was blessed
with flat calm air and cheering sunshine as we made height over steep rises
and bumps which alternately concealed and revealed the upper slopes of
the mountain. The beautiful light from the low sun meant delays for
photography, but we were hardly at risk of benightment as midnight came
arid went. We marvelled at the immense triangle of shadow which this
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large mountain projected far out for many kilometres to the south across
neighbouring glaciers and lower peaks.

Nearer to the top the ridge fined down into a series of narrow ice aretes
leading up above the steep west face. For a while the summit was capped
by a bonnet of convected mist, suffused with a golden glow which faded as
the vapour dissipated. We enjoyed these exposed sections and shortly
afterwards emerged onto the highest point. The stillness of the night air
permitted us to absorb the spacious panorama in an unhurried way - to the
north, the pyramidal bulk of Petermanns Bjerg (the major peak of the region),
in the east the serrated Staunings Alps, to south and west the immense ice
cap zones, and in the north-west the multitude of nunataks flanking the
Inland Ice, including all those we had ascended during the previous week.
Far below was the perforated and moraine-banded stream of Nordenski6lds
Glacier, snaking along its deep trench to debouch eventually into Kejser
Franz Josephs Fjord. Also eye-catching were the big yellow rock walls of
the Guldtinderne a few kilometres to the south-east.

Although not a fIrst ascent (Shackletons Bjerg, 2808m, was fIrst climbed
in 1953 by HaIler, Diehl and von Gunten of Lauge Koch's East Greenland
Expedition) Sandy and I had relished our climb, savouring the quiet solitudes
of being just two on such a fme peak - although observed by some of our
companions who at the same time were on the top of a lower peak across
the glacier to the south. We climbed down contentedly to our skis and had
a speedy run back to camp over the frozen surface. The next night, with
Sandy, I made a ski ascent of Pulk Peak 2325m, and watched as our friends
repeated the climb of Shackletons Bjerg in perfect conditions, to make a
group success.

On the evening of 28 July six of the team struck camp and moved south
east to find a fresh camp site at the head of the Passage Glacier. Meanwhile,
Sandy and I travelled up the glacier past Shackletons Bjerg for a few
kilometres, to leave our skis in a deep meltwater hollow ringed by broken
crag at the foot of an attractive satellite peak. We reached its summit, 2530m,
by a pleasant arete of rock then ice. Once back down at the skis we noticed
the sound effects our voices made in the hollow, so we dubbed the mountain
Echo Pond Peak. During the afternoon of 29 July the remaining eight of us
packed up our camp, loaded up, and then followed the ski tracks of our
team-mates for 15kms to the place where they had made a new and final
camp by the rim of the Passage Glacier.

This camp at N72°49. 59' W28°29.47', altitude 2080m, was handily placed
for access to a number of appealing peaks, and in the course of the next few
nights we garnered a further 20 summits. A short ski away lay the three
peaks which Keith and Andrea called Orion's Belt, joining the summits of
Nevis 2275m, Link Peak 2290m, and Snow Queen 2420m. On 31 July
these two led the fust ascent and traverse, in company with Nigel, Nicky
and Alan. The rest of us made repeat traverses over the next two nights,
with three additional variations by steeper couloir starts on the north face
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36. North side of Pluto Nunatak.
(Jim Gregson) (p9?)

Below
37. Climbers on Snow Queen, during

the Orion's Belt traverse.
(Jim Gregson) (p97)
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of Nevis. Orion's Belt was one of the most aesthetic outings of the whole
trip. People climbed as they fancied from the ample choice to hand. On
3 August Sandy rounded off her time by coming with me to complete a very
nice first traverse taking us over the five rocky Molars along the Toothed Ridge
(highest point 2285m), then across to the summit of Mmkefinger, 2350m,
which combination was an interesting and more technical excursion.

Originally we had talked of descending on foot all the way out to the
coast for a pick-up at sea level; this idea had arisen because of the non
availability of the ski-equipped Twin Otter aeroplane on the relevant date,
although we could get one with wheeled undercarriage. However, our
climbing had revealed to us the very complex condition of the Passage
Glacier and its continuation valley Agassiz Dal. As we had an arrangement
for helicopter collection of our gear in any case, we were able to negotiate
an extension of flying time to enable us to fly out ourselves. Accordingly,
on 4 August we packed all our kit except for tents and stoves and divided it
up into what we thought might fit into a series of shuttle flights.

Early on the morning of 5 August the AS350 helicopter of Greenlandair
zoomed up over the slope of the Passage Glacier and settled onto the ice by
our piles of gear. The pilot was most co-operative and set about stowing as
much gear as possible, plus five people at a time, into the available space.
Later he had to sling out some of the bulkier items. The flight out - very
quick at about 20 minutes - showed us what a hard walk-out we would
have had, firstly down the steep icefalls of the Passage Glacier, then through
Agassiz Dal where the river, fed by several other glaciers, ran in very deep
and probably impassable gorges and fmally out to the head of Kjerulfs Fjord,
itselfan arm of the much larger Kejser Franz Josephs Fjord.

As we flew out, the landscape took on more colour as we left the world
of snow and ice for rock and vegetation. Down near sea level, the noise of
the helicopter startled several groups of musk oxen, the shaggy beasts
scattering in alarm below us. A gentle touchdown on the yielding tundra
let us out amongst flowers, running water and a fjord-head packed with
grounded icebergs in tidewater. We had little time to take it in, however,
for almost immediately our Twin Otter aircraft buzzed into view, circled
once, then made an incredibly short and bumpy landing on the unprepared
ground. Within minutes we had our kit on board, climbed in after it and
were airborne again, leaving the dust to settle behind us as we banked to
head out along the length of Dicksons, Kempes and eventually Kong Oscar
Fjord, en route this time for the airstrip at Mestersvig. Just after the Twin
Otter landed, another aeroplane, a Fairchild Metroliner also of Air Iceland,
touched down. This was our transport back to Iceland and after only 30
minutes at Mestersvig we were back in the air heading south.

During the two-hour journey back to Reykjavik we could anticipate beers
and hot showers, but also reflect very pleasantly on our 40 summits reached,
of which 20 were first ascents - and for some of us to start dreaming of
possible return visits before old age.
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Summary: Tangent British Expedition 1998 to Shackletons Bjerg,
Goodenoughs Land (Kong Christian X Land), North-east Greenland, 16
July - 9 August 1998.

Team Members: Paul Walker, Steven Ripley, Keith Partridge, Andrea
Partridge, Nigel Edwards, Nicola Gibbs, Alan Law, Matt Sutcliffe, David
Jehan, Stephanie McDearmaid, John Burton, Diane Burton, Sandy
Gregson, Jim Gregson (AC).

Bibliography:
Meddelelserom Gronland, Bd 73, l.Abt., Nr.3, 1955
La Montagne et Alpinisme, February 1956
The Mountain World, 185-8, 1953

Peaks climbed during the expedition include:

N72°54.38' W29°16.36'
N72°53.41' W29°16.51'
N72°52.54' W29°15.54'
N72°56.24' W29011.16'
N72°56.54' W29°1O.43'
N72°54.36' W29°08.87'
N72°54.40' W29008.59'
N72°54.22' W29°09.32'
N72°54.54' W29021. 71'

N72°51.60' W28°46.55'
N72°54.35' W28°39.92'
N72°48.48' W28°30.40'
N72°48.27' W28°29.68'
N72°47.60' W28°28.65'
N72°50.59' W28°23.44'
N72°50.25' W28°23.65'
N72°50.01' W28°23.84'

2390m
2450m
2460m
2400m
2450m
2310m
2320m
2310m
2410m

2808m
(map alto 2900m)

Pulk Peak 2325m
Echo Pond Peak 2530m
Nevis 2275m
Link Peak 2290m
Snow Queen 2420m
Banded Peak 2230m
Rusty Point 2210m
Pin Point 2150m
Molar 1 2260m
Molar 2 2280m
Molar 3 2275m
Molar 4 2280m
Molar 5 2285m N72°51.25' W28°20.94'
Merkefinger * 2350m N72°50.77'- W28°19.58'
No data is available for other summits reached.

Venus
Uranus
Pluto *
Trio Peak
Peeping Peak
Middle Peak
End Peak
Wart Peak
Simon's Island Peak
(4 summits)

Shackletons Bjerg *

* Only these three names are official.
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